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This paper will present the Women in the Director’s Chair Oral History Project founded 
by independent filmmaker Louise Tiranoff at Tisch School of the Arts, New York 
University in 1998.  The project’s archive includes seventy-six oral histories produced by 
undergraduate film students which document a diverse group of female filmmakers in the 
United States at the turn-of-the-twenty-first-century (1998 – 2002).  The collection 
includes high profile directors such as Nora Ephron (Julie & Julia), Betty Thomas (Doctor 
Dolittle), and Mary Harron (American Psycho); but perhaps more importantly, it also 
includes filmmakers few may have heard of such as Emily Squires (Sesame Street), Andrea 
Jobe (a Christian filmmaker), and Demetria Royals (one of only four black women 
members of the Directors Guilds two thousand members in the year of the interview).  

This capstone production project was a pedagogical intervention in the status quo. The 
strength of this oral history archive comes from the diversity of the students producing the 
projects, as well as their subjects—it was a collective effort to re-write the historical 
present.  Placing voices from the archive, including Tiranoff’s own, in conversation with 
recent work by Maya Smuckler and Erin Hill, among others, this paper will situate the 
pedagogical intervention of the oral history project in relation to the collective actions of 
the 1970s feminist film movement in the U.S. (especially the understudied lawsuit NOW 
v. WABC-TV, FCC, and WRC-TV) and the Riot Grrl movement of the 1990s.  This paper 
offers a case study in the use of student-centered collective action in the production 
classroom.  As a student in the pilot course Women in the Director’s Chair I produced one 
of the first interviews in this archive; I then worked as Tiranoff’s teaching and research 
assistant before ultimately teaching the course myself and taking over the auspices of the 
oral history project.   
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